Hands-on sociology: taking calls on a human rights hotline

**Name**
Lenore Dukes

**Undergraduate major field(s)**
Sociology, French.

**Goals for her Paris Field Study semester**
Use sociological training to explore French identities and social problems, get experience with both social-activist and traditional office work environments.

**Placement**
Human Rights League (LDH).

**Responsibilities as intern**
- After training, respond to calls on a legal hotline for immigrants.
- Researching legal issues raised by callers and providing a response.
- Accompany political refugees on court appearances.
- Attend LDH press conferences on national news subjects such as prison reform, political asylum, etc.

**Subject of research**
The Question of Diversity in France as seen by the French Human Rights League.

**And...** Lenore was able to visit on numerous occasions the Paris district court and observe French society from this balzacian perspective.

From colonial Williamsburg to colonial France

**Name**
Caryne Eskridge

**Undergraduate major field(s)**
History, Anthropology.

**Goals for her Paris Field Study semester**
Broaden her historian's interest in American colonial history by exploring the relationship of France with its colonies.

**Placement**
Musée Social (museum, archives and research center for social movement history).

**Responsibilities as intern**
- Contribute to large project of digitizing the Museum's archives catalogue in partnership with the National Library of France.
- Participate in daily life of the Museum: conservation, archiving, and assisting guest readers.
- Establish English-version of the Museum's Internet site.
- Pursue a research project based on an important documentary collection on the Colonial Exposition of 1931.

**Subject of research**

**And...** In pursuing her research, Caryne contributed to the Museum's understanding of its previously unexplored holdings of contemporary documents on the 1931 Colonial Exhibition.